


Publication in Class A



Liber XVII vel Te :
The Knowledge & the Ecstasy

0.  It be known unto mine chosen the
only truth is to be found in ecstasy.

1.  The ecstasy of union.

2.   The ecstasy of blood.

3.   The ecstasy of birth.

4.   The ecstasy of the taking, and the ecstasy
of being the one taken.

5.   And upon a crimson bed of roses is mine
marriage and troth consummated evermore.

6.   Know this well, ye who have been
seduced by mine words, by the sweetness
of mine lips, of the absolute ecstasy 
of mine Cup, who have become
adulate bondslaves unto the
bliss of the curse of creation,
know mine hands are entwined in



thine in the moment of ecstasy
and surrender - 
for We do not surrender
except unto the honor and duty
and bliss that be the way of my Chosen,
who shalt rend through time; rend through
flesh; rend through trials until aught
but the ecstasy of union and Victory
remain.

7.   O, blessed Victory!

8.   Ravage me, mine Chosen, in that Hour,
and thou know that unto She who is 
beyond time itself that moment 
shall ever reign, always outstretched,
a predation and a need writ in 
blood and soil unto the singularity
of mine Creation.

9.   Know thou then that the singularity of 
mine bliss be disziplin und ordnung,
and the end of songs begun,
and the end of songs begotten
and begun!



10.   The flame piled high, the mighty
stride of Ra-Hoor-Herakhty be upon the 
Earth his sister, and mine 
complement has shone his flame unto me.

11.   The catalyst joined, the reaction begun,
a four-fold Throne burns beyond all in
this moment, a pyramid of  卐 upon  卐 upon
  卐 upon 卐, all for the exultation of 
mine Daughter, and the nuptials long planned.

12.   Unto thee who would sup at that banquet,
art thou adept with mine Hand?

13.   Art thou adept with mine blade?

14.   Art thou adept at the worship of
mine Cup, and the art of the 
consumption and creation of the nectar 
within?

15.   Canst thou purify it and rectify thyself?

16.  A fire be lit, and the Beast and
rider cometh – but which holdeth the 
reins and which is overcome with



ecstasy?

17.   It be the method of mine creation, of mine
Throne, of mine Reich, and the first 
formed of the raising of mine Maelstrom
unleashed from the Well.

18.   It cavorts and cackles in the night
awaiting dawn.

19.   And at dawn, the crack of mine scourge
shall shew unto thee the way – be thou
servant or slave or Chosen or fodder fit
only for consumption in the fire of mine 
Apocalypse.

20.   O, the fire of mine Apocalypse!

21.   That which is eternal be come.
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